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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

SINGAPORE ARTS STREET PRESENTS LOCAL TALENT SHOWCASE  

SECOND YEAR RUNNING  

SPONSORED BY TANGLIN SHOPPING CENTRE  
 

Singapore 13 April 2007 – Why fly half way round the world to marvel at Italian street painting, when 

Singapore Arts Street brings that and more to Tanglin Shopping Centre this May? At no cost to the public, 

they can enjoy a variety of art and activities including a 30m art wall filled with works from Singapore’s 

budding artists, painting sessions, ceramics, environmental art sculptures, graffiti art and on-the-spot 

contests with instant prizes. 

 

Last year, Tanglin Shopping Centre fully sponsored the first Singapore Arts Street which was a successful 

interactive platform for both artists and viewers as they learned and shared ideas in a casual outdoor setting. 

Many artists even found most of their work sold within the very first day! Following last year’s success, this 

inspiring annual event aims to promote Singapore’s very own art and talent. By providing a free exhibition 

venue, the organization has attracted many artists from schools and galleries to put together a collection of 

intriguing pieces. This array, coupled with colourful performances and children workshops, will also show the 

public just how casually art can be presented, admired, and enjoyed by all. 

 

As a venue for many art businesses, Tanglin Shopping Centre has been promoted by the Singapore Tourism 

Board as the largest Arts Centre in Asia. Since its beginning in 1971, Tanglin Shopping Centre features a 

unique mix of stores, concentrating in high-end arts, crafts, and exquisite items of cultural interests like 

historical artefacts and specialty books. 

 

The Singapore Arts Street welcomes all at Tanglin Shopping Centre every Friday and Saturday (11am – 

6pm) from 25th May to 16th June 2007. Admission is free. For more details about Tanglin Shopping Centre, 

visit www.tanglinsc.com. 


